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… Los animales se dividen en 
 (a) pertenecientes al Emperador,  

(b) embalsamados, (c) amaestrados, (d) lechones, (e) sirenas, 
 (f) fabulosos, (g) perros sueltos,  

(h) incluidos en esta clasificación, (i) que se agitan como locos, 
 (j) innumerables,  

(k) dibujados con un pincel finísimo de pelo de camello, 
 (l) etcétera, (m) que acaban de romper el jarrón,  

(n) que de lejos parecen moscas… 
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RESUMEN 

  Cómo los organismos saben cuándo sus tejidos han alcanzado su tamaño final es una 

pregunta fundamental y aún sin resolver en biología del desarrollo. En organismos multicelulares, 

señales ambientales e internas son integradas para modular el crecimiento de órganos y tejidos. 

Está muy bien reportado que el ambiente nutricional en el que crecen los organismos modula el 

crecimiento y tamaño de los órganos. En plantas, sin embargo, los mecanismos moleculares que 

explican la interconectividad y coordinación entre señales ambientales y crecimiento siguen sin 

ser comprendidas.  Nitrato es una fuente nutricional clave limitante del crecimiento y 

productividad de las plantas tanto en ambientes naturales como en sistemas agrícolas. Además de 

su rol como nutriente, nitrato puede actuar como una señal molecular que desencadena cambios a 

nivel de expresión génica, metabolismo, fisiológicos y de desarrollo. Aunque muchos procesos 

son modulados por nitrato, una conectividad entre la dinámica celular, el tamaño de los órganos y 

el nitrato nunca ha sido reportada.  

      En el presente trabajo nos centramos en el tejido vegetativo como modelo de estudio de los 

procesos de desarrollo modulados por la disponibilidad del nitrato. Para entender cómo nitrato 

regula el tejido vegetativo, se realizó un experimento en el cual se crecieron plantas en distintas 

concentraciones de nitrato y se cuantificó el área del tejido aéreo desde 3 a 7 días post-imbibición. 

Curiosamente, observamos que el área del tejido vegetativo empieza a divergir entre las 3 

condiciones nutricionales al día 5 aproximadamente. Al final del curso temporal observamos que 

las plantas son totalmente distintas con una respuesta dependiente de la concentración de nitrato.  

 Para entender cómo nitrato aumenta el tamaño del tejido vegetativo durante el curso temporal 

previamente mencionado, se realizó un análisis de “ cotyledon live-imaging” a través de 

microscopía confocal en las células epidermales del tejido vegetativo. Por medio de líneas 
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reporteras transgénicas logramos seguir la dinámica celular y nuclear del mismo grupo de células 

a través del curso temporal de cinco días en condiciones contrastantes de nitrato (0 y 5 mM). El 

análisis de “live-imaging” nos permitió determinar que el crecimiento del tejido vegetativo 

observado se debe exclusivamente a una expansión celular, descartando la división celular como 

un proceso relevante durante el crecimiento mediado por nitrato durante esta etapa del desarrollo. 

En plantas, se ha correlacionado la expansión celular con el proceso de endoreplicación, el que 

consiste en un ciclo celular modificado en el cual las células pasan por continuas rondas de 

replicación de su material genético, sin pasar por la etapa mitótica. A través de análisis de 

citometría de flujo, determinamos que efectivamente un aumento del nitrato incrementa los niveles 

de ploidía, explicando el aumento en el tamaño celular observado previamente.  

 Posteriormente, para identificar el mecanismo por el cual nitrato aumenta los niveles de ploidía 

y área celular, se realizó un análisis transcripcional por RNA-seq en plantas con y sin nitrato al 

inicio del curso temporal. Al analizar si la expresión de genes del ciclo celular estaba siendo 

modificada por la presencia de nitrato, encontramos que el gen LGO (Loss of Giant cells from 

Organs) estaba diferencialmente expresado en respuesta a nitrato. Se ha reportado previamente 

que LGO es  gen esencial para el proceso de expansión celular y endoreplicación en sépalos. LGO, 

sin embargo, no ha sido asociado a nitrato ni a la etapa de desarrollo en la que se ha realizado el 

presente trabajo.  Análisis de citometría de flujo en las mutantes lgo-2 confirmaron que LGO es 

un gen esencial para los procesos  de expansión celular y endoreplicación en respuesta a nitrato.  

 Curiosamente, a pesar de que la mutante lgo-2 tiene menores niveles de ploidía y células 

considerablemente más pequeñas que en plantas silvestre, el tamaño del tejido vegetativo es igual 

entre ambos genotipos acorde a las concentraciones de nitrato. Con el fin de entender mejor la 

dinámica celular que ocurre en la mutante lgo-2 se realizó la misma aproximación de “live-
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imaging” pero ahora utilizando la mutante lgo-2  transformada con los reporteros para el 

seguimiento de la dinámica celular y nuclear. Observamos que en la mutante lgo-2 ocurre una 

compensación a través de proliferación celular para alcanzar el tamaño del tejido vegetativo acorde 

a la concentración de nitrato.  En consecuencia, el tejido vegetativo alcanza un tamaño 

dependiendo del nitrato disponible, ya sea por expansión celular o por división celular  como se 

observó en plantas silvestres y mutante respectivamente.  

  El presente trabajo proporciona un punto de entrada hacia el mejor entendimiento del rol 

de nitrato en el control del tamaño del tejido aéreo, relación que no ha sido explorada hasta el 

momento. Entender como el tejido vegetativo responde a la disponibilidad nutricional de nitrato 

es de vital importancia para la producción agrícola y futuras aplicaciones biotecnológicas.  
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ABSTRACT 

 How organisms know when they have reached right organ size is a key question in 

developmental biology. In multicellular organism, environmental and internal cues are integrated 

to modulate organ growth. It has been extensively reported that nutritional status regulates organ 

growth and development. In plants, the molecular mechanism underlying connectivity and 

coordination between nutrient signaling and organ size is still unknown. Nitrogen is the main 

macronutrient for plant growth and basic metabolic processes.  Nitrate (NO3-) is the main source 

of nitrogen for plants in many natural environmental as well as agricultural systems. Besides its 

role as a nutrient, nitrate treatments trigger local and systemic signaling pathways that modulate 

gene expression, metabolism, physiology as well as growth and developmental processes in plants. 

Despite many developmental processes have been associated to nitrate, the interplay between 

cellular dynamic, shoot growth and nitrate has never been assessed.  

 We have focused this  study on the understanding of how nitrate modulates shoot growth. 

In order to understand how nitrate regulates vegetative tissue, we conducted an experiment in 

which we grew plants under contrasting concentrations of nitrate. Shoot area was quantified in the 

different nitrate conditions from 3 to 7 days after sowing (DAS). Interestingly, shoot area was 

similar for all nitrate conditions 3 DAS. Around day 5 shoot size started to increase in a nitrate-

dependent manner.  

 In order to understand the mechanism underlying shoot growth triggered by nitrate, we 

performed a cotyledon live-imaging approach through confocal microscopy. We imaged the same 

spot of epidermal cells during the temporal-course mentioned above from plants grown under 0 

and 5 mM nitrate. Through double reporter lines for plasma membrane and nuclei, we were able 
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to track cellular and nuclei dynamics for the same spot of epidermal cells. The cotyledon live-

imaging approach allowed us to determine that nitrate-mediated shoot growth is elicited 

exclusively by cell expansion. We discarded cell division as a relevant process during the assessed 

developmental stage.  

 In plants, cell expansion is often associated to a process called endoreplication, which 

consist in a modified cell cycle, cells going through continues round of DNA replication and 

skipping mitotic stage. Using flow cytometry technology, we showed that nitrate promotes 

endoreplication in shoot cells. We observed that plants grown in the presence of nitrate have 

higher-order ploidy levels than plants grown in the absence of this nutrient. Then, to gain insight 

into  the mechanism behind nitrate-elicited regulation of ploidy and cell expansion, we conducted 

a RNA-seq approach to see whether cell cycle genes related to endoreplication and cell expansion 

were regulated by nitrate. We observed that the gene LOSS OF GIANT CELLS FROMS  ORGANS 

(LGO) was regulated in response to nitrate. LGO has been previously associated to endoreplication 

and cell expansion during sepal development. However, this cell cycle gene has never been related 

to nitrate or post-embryonic developmental stages. Flow cytometry analysis of lgo-2 mutant plants 

confirmed that LGO is essential for nitrate-mediated cell expansion and endoreplication.  

 Despite endoreplication and cell expansion processes are strongly disrupted in lgo-2 mutant 

plants, shoot size is similar in lgo-2 and to wild-type plants for all nitrate concentrations. In order 

to understand the cellular dynamic behind the compensation process observed in lgo-2 mutant 

plants, we performed a new cotyledon live-imaging approach with the same double reporter 

mentioned above in lgo-2 plants as background. In the absence of LGO,  organ size is reached 

through increased cell division in pavement cells. Thus, organ size is defined by nutritional status 
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and it can be reached  either by cell expansion or cell division, as we observed for wild-type or 

lgo-2 plants  respectively.  

  Our results provide an entry point towards better understanding of the role of nitrate in 

controlling shoot size, which has not been explored thus far. Understanding above-ground plant 

size in response to N-availability is important for crop yield. Our work represents a first step 

towards developing biotechnological solutions to improve nitrogen use efficiency for sustainable 

agriculture. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Internal and environmental signals are sensed and integrated to modulate organ growth and 

size.  In plants, these different signals are thought to modulate organ growth through adjusting cell 

proliferation and cell expansion (Czesnick and Lenhard, 2015). Knowledge is still limited 

regarding how environmental cues modulate organ size.  For instance, nutrient modulation of 

organ growth and size has been extensively documented, yet little progress has been made towards 

comprehension of the molecular mechanism underlying organ growth and size in response to 

nutrient availability. 

 The mineral nutrient required in the greatest abundance by plants is nitrogen (N) (Epstein 

and Bloom, 2005). Unfortunately, modern agricultural systems are also highly inefficient in their 

N use, typically losing 50-70% of applied N to the environment (Coskun et al., 2017). Thus, 

understanding how plants sense and respond to N nutrient/metabolites is critical to enhance crop 

yield and improve N-use efficiency. Nitrate is the main source of N for plants in many natural as 

well as agricultural systems. Once inside the plant cells, nitrate can be reduced to  nitrite and then 

to ammonium by the action of nitrate reductase (NR) and nitrite reductase (NIR), respectively 

(Crawford and Glass, 1998).  In addition to its role as a nutrient, nitrate can act as a local and 

systemic signaling molecule modulating gene expression, metabolism, physiology, growth and 

developmental processes (Guan, 2017; Fredes et al., 2019). Nitrate sensing is mediated at least in 

part by the transporter and receptor NITRATE TRANSPORTER 1.1 (NRT1.1), also known as 

NPF6.3. NRT1.1 is required for nitrate signaling, which initiates early gene expression responses 

to nitrate for genes involved in nitrate transport, nitrate assimilation and signaling factors, among 

others.  Since the  signaling role of NRT1.1 appears to be independent from its transport activity, 
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it has been proposed as membrane transceptor with dual transporter/sensor function (Ho et al., 

2009; Gojon et al., 2011).  Downstream of NRT1.1, Ca2+ acts as a second messenger in the nitrate 

signaling pathway modulating the activity of endogenous Ca2+-sensor protein kinases (CPKs) 

(Riveras et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2017). Specifically, CPK10, CPK30 and CPK32 have been 

proposed as activators of NIN-LIKE PROTEIN 7 (NLP7) an important transcription factor in the 

nitrate response (Marchive et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2017). In addition to NLP7, other regulatory 

proteins have been reported to mediate transcriptional responses to nitrate such as TGA1/TGA4 

among others (Alvarez et al., 2014; Araus et al., 2016; Gaudinier et al., 2018).  

Nitrate has been shown to control specific developmental processes both in root and shoot 

organs (Fredes et al., 2019). Nitrate releases seed dormancy leading to higher germination 

percentages for a wide variety of plant species (Alboresi et al., 2005; Duermeyer et al., 2018). 

Moderate nitrate availability can have a  stimulatory effect on primary and lateral root lengths, 

while a severe deficiency as well as very high nitrate supply can inhibit both, lateral root branching 

and lateral root elongation (Sun et al., 2017). Nitrate signaling can increase root hair density in 

Arabidopsis presumably to increase nutrient uptake capacity (Canales et al., 2017). While high N 

concentrations delay flowering time, plants grown under low N accelerate flowering presumably 

to escape from unfavorable environmental conditions (Yuan et al., 2016; Gras et al., 2018).  

Induction of leaf growth by nitrate has been reported in many studies (Rahayu et al., 2005; 

Merigout et al., 2008). Nitrate-elicited shoot growth has been associated with translocation of root-

derived cytokinin (CK) to the shoot (Takei et al., 2001; Takei et al., 2004; Poitout et al., 2018). In 

addition, nitrate-induced CKs can also act as long-distance signals in the control of the shoot apical 

meristem, increasing its size and flower production (Landrein et al., 2018). Specifically, Nitrate 
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treatment triggers apical meristem growth, a dose-dependent induction of WUSHEL (WUS) and 

a cytokinin reporter gene (pTCSn::GFP) (Landrein et al., 2018).  

Leaf cells initially proliferate before transitioning to cell expansion and finally terminating 

growth (Andriankaja et al., 2012). The transition to postmitotic cellular expansion begins at the tip 

of the leaf and moves progressively from the tip to the base (Beemster et al., 2005; Gonzalez et 

al., 2012). Once cells cease proliferation, cells begin to expand mainly by cell wall loosening that 

continues to fuel further leaf growth (Cosgrove, 2016; Cosgrove, 2018). Thus, the overall change 

in organ size in a growing tissue over time depends on the balance between cell expansion and cell 

proliferation (Green, 1976). A large fraction of cells in leaf epidermis is generated through the 

stomatal lineage, in which cells divide asymmetrically to generate both pavement cells and 

stomatal cells (Bergmann and Sack, 2007). In principle, alterations of leaf size are thought to result 

from several factors that impact on rates of cell proliferation or cell elongation, duration of 

meristemoid division, extent of cell proliferation phase and number of founder cells incorporated 

into the primordium during its initiation in the shoot apical meristem (Powell and Lenhard, 2012; 

González and Inzé, 2015). Curiously, inhibition of cell division is often compensated by an 

induction in cell expansion, which often triggers strongly diminished whole organ size (Horiguchi 

and Tsukaya, 2011; de Veylder et al., 2011).  

Cell expansion is often associated with a process known as endoreplication, which is 

characterized by repeated rounds of genome replication without subsequent mitosis (de Veylder et 

al., 2011).  Endoreplication typically occurs in metabolically active and specialized cells. 

However, this process can also be observed in cells that do not match this description (Lee et al., 

2010). A positive correlation between DNA content and cytoplasmic volume has been found in 

plant epidermal cells of diverse tissues, including leaves and sepals (Melaragno, 1993; Roeder et 
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al., 2010; Roeder et al., 2012; Katagiri et al., 2016; Robinson et al., 2018). The extent of ploidy-

dependent cell size change varies between cell layers. Whereas pavement cell size increases 

linearly with ploidy levels, internal cells appear not to respond to DNA content (Katagiri et al., 

2016). Endoreplication is a crucial process that maintains many cellular and physiological 

functions. For instance, endoreplication is required for maintenance of trichome identity and 

differentiation (Bramsiepe et al., 2010). Seed germination depends on endosperm, a polyploid 

tissue, used as an energy source for early stages of post-germination growth before the hetero-to-

autotrophic transition.  Rapid hypocotyl growth during early seedling establishment correlates with 

endoreplication (Berckmans et al., 2011). Additionally, endoreplication is affected by several 

external cues.  Absence of light triggers a boost of the endoreplication cycle in Arabidopsis 

thaliana hypocotyls (Gendreau et al., 1997). Mutants in auxin signaling, biosynthesis and/or 

transport show a shift from mitosis to endocycle (Ishida et al., 2010) . Jasmonates (JAs) were also 

shown to inhibit endoreplication in a Coronatine Insensitive 1 (COI1)-dependent manner, arresting 

cells in G1 phase prior to S-phase (Noir et al., 2013). Cytokinin promotes the onset of 

endoreplication through upregulation of Cell Cycle Switch Protein 52 A1 (CCS52A1), an activator 

of an E3 ubiquitin ligase (Takahashi et al., 2013).   

 Cell cycle progression is coordinated by the activity of cyclin (CYC) and cyclin dependent 

kinase (CDK) complexes. CDK activity must reach two consecutive thresholds during the G1-to-

S and G2-to-M transitions. The onset of endoreplication requires controlled inhibition of the 

CDK/CYC activity. Activity of these complexes is regulated at different levels: phosphorylation 

of CDK subunits, synthesis or proteolysis of phase-specific cyclins and CDK-specific inhibitors 

(CKIs) (Inzé and De Veylder, 2006). Three main levels of regulation have been associated to the 

endoreplication process. Firstly, transcriptional downregulation of premitotic/mitotic regulators. 
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Actually, transcript levels of mitotic CDK and cyclin genes decrease with the onset of 

endoreplication (Beemster et al., 2005). Secondly, G2-M-specific regulators are proteolytically 

controlled. Many mitotic cyclins are selectively promoted for destruction through ubiquitination 

by the Anaphase-promoting complex/Cyclosome (APC/C), which activity is determined by its 

association with activating subunits (Cebolla et al., 1999).  A third mechanism by which CDK 

activity could be repressed is through the direct binding of CDK inhibitors (CKI). CDK inhibitor 

(CKI) CKI SIAMESE (SIM) is crucial for endoreplication and cell identity maintenance, which 

are in term required for Arabidopsis trichome formation. Another CKI is LOSS OF GIANT 

CELLS FROM ORGANS (LGO; also known as SIAMESE RELATED1, SMR1), which is 

required for high levels of endoreplication of pavement cells in leaves and sepals (Roeder et al., 

2010). Cell size increases in a LGO dose-dependent manner in Arabidopsis sepal pavement cells 

(Robinson et al., 2018).  

Despite manifest stimulation of plant growth by nutrients, many questions remain 

unanswered, particularly with regards to N nutrition: How is cell division or cell expansion 

controlled by plant N-nutritional status in shoots? How does nitrate nutrient modulate organ 

growth?  How are these processes regulated and coordinated to reach a specific organ size? We 

address these questions using live-imaging, genomics and molecular genetic approaches. Our 

results indicate that external nitrate is sensed early after germination with an impact on 

endoreplication and cell expansion both in cotyledons and leaves in an LGO-dependent manner.  

We observed that organ size is determined by external nitrate concentrations, even when 

endoreplication is disrupted, due to the substitution by cell division. Our results provide a working 

model for how nitrate modulates shoot organ size as well as suggest nitrate interacts with an organ-

level control mechanism to specify organ size. 
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Hypothesis 

Nitrate regulates shoot growth through the modulation of endoreplication process  

in Arabidopsis thaliana. 

 

General Aim 

 

To identify the role of nitrate-mediated endoreplication process during shoot development. 

 

Specific Aims 

 

1.- To evaluate changes in cell area and ploidy levels in response to nitrate availability.  

 

2.- To identify which cell cycle genes are modulating the nitrate-mediated endoreplication process.   

 

3.- To identify the regulatory elements upstream  of the cell cycle genes that  control shoot growth 

in response to nitrate.  
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MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Plant material and growth conditions   

Arabidopsis thaliana Columbia (Col) accession was used as wild-type in all experiments. 

Seeds were sterilized with 50% chlorine solution for 7 minutes, washed five times with sterile 

distilled water and then placed on 30 mL of agar medium in a 35-mm petri dish.  Plants were 

grown under long-day photoperiods (16 h light 22ºC/ 8h dark 22ºC) at 260 µmol m-2s-1 light 

intensity using T8 Philips Standard lamps 17-W for in vitro plant growth. All plants were grown 

in a N-free basal Murishage and Skoog (MS) agar medium supplemented with 5 mM KNO3, 0.5 

mM KNO3, 5 mM KNO3, 0.25 mM Glutamine, 2.5 mM Glutamine, 0.25 mM Ammonium 

succinate or 2.5 mM Ammonium Succinate as N-sources.  

lgo-2 (Roeder et al., 2010), chl1-5 (Alvarez et al., 2014), nlp7-1 (Liu et al., 2017), 

krp1/2/5/6/7 (ick1/2/4/6/7) (Cheng et al., 2013) were described elsewhere. Reporter lines such as 

pAR169/pAR229 (Roeder et al., 2010) and pAR181 (pML1::H2B-mGFP) (Roeder et al., 2010) 

were described elsewhere. pDR67 (pLGO::3XVENUS-N7) reporter line was created by LR 

recombination of pAR334 (3X Venus N7 in the pENTR D TOPO vector) into pAR242 

(pMLBART vector with LGO promoter and terminator flanking the gateway site). The pAR334 

(3XVenus-N7 in pENTR D TOPO) plasmid was created by PCR amplifying 3XVenus-N7 from -

60 3XVenus-N7 BJ36 (Roeder et al., 2012) with oAR646 and oAR647 and cloning the product 

into pENTR D TOPO (ThermoFisher).  The pAR225 plasmid (LGO promoter-EcoRV-LGO 

3’region) was created by PCR amplifying the LGO promoter with oAR476 and oAR479,  the LGO 

3’ region with oAR478 and oAR477, fusing the two products through overlap extension PCR and 

cloning the full-length fusion into pGEM Teasy (Promega). The Gateway Conversion RFB 

(TermoFisher) with Not I site removed was blunt end cloned into the EcoRV site of pAR225 to 
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create pAR241 (LGOp::GW-LGO-3’region). pAR241 was cut with Not I and cloned into pMLBart 

to create pAR242 (LOGp::GW-LGO 3’region in a binary vector conferring BastaR)  pDR67 

pLGO::3XVenus-N7 was transformed into WT Col by Agrobacterium-mediated floral dipping, 

and successful transformants were selected with BASTA. All new vectors were verified by 

sequencing before plant transformation. To track nuclei and cell boundaries in lgo-2 mutant plants, 

pAR169/pAR229 was crossed to lgo-2 and mutants carrying both transgenes were selected in the 

F2.  

Vegetative area measurement  

Plants were grown horizontally in square plates. Plates were then scanned at 700 dpi in TIFF 

format using HP scanner. Vegetative area was quantified using ImageJ software 

(https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/).  

RNA-Seq library construction and data analysis  

 To perform RNA-seq approach, RNA was extracted from ~20 mg shoot tissue and used 

for Illumina compatible library preparation of three biological replicates from 3 DAS plants grown 

under three contrasting nitrate conditions (0, 0.5 or 5 mM). Total RNA was extracted using 

PureLinkTM RNA mini kit (Invitrogen) according to the manufacture’s instructions. RNA integrity 

and concentration were determined with Fragment Analyzer System (Agilent) and NanoDropTM 

2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific), respectively. cDNA libraries were created with Illumina TruSeq 

Stranded mRNA Library prep kit according to manufacturer’s instructions. Then, cDNA libraries 

were sequenced on Illumina HiSeq 2500 v4 platform (100 pb paired-end reads). The resulting 

reads were mapped to A.thaliana Col-0 Reference Genome TAIR 10 using Tophat software. The 

read counts for each gene was calculated using Rsubread R package, and DESeq2 was used to 
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identify differentially expressed genes (DEGs) using log2 > 0.7 and p-value < 0.01 as significant 

cutoff.  

 Gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis of DEGs was performed with agriGO V2 analysis 

toolkit (http://bioinfo.cau.edu.cn/agriGO/) to determine the significantly enriched GO terms. A 

significant p-value < 0.05 was used to identified enriched terms.  The top 10 GO terms with lowest 

p-values were selected for Table 1.   

 

Transcriptional reporter of LGO 

 Spatial expression of LGO in cotyledon cells was achieved using the transcriptional 

reporter pDR67 (pLGO::3XVENUS-N7). To observe cells expressing the transcriptional reporter, 

we analyzed cotyledons from plants grown in 0 or 5 mM nitrate. Then, plants were submerged in 

Propidium Iodide  (PI) solution (10 mg/ml) for 5-10 min and then mounted with a cover slip.  The 

resulting images were cropped with ImageJ to remove transcriptional reporters expressed beyond 

cotyledons.  Plants were imaged at 3 DAS with Zeiss 710 confocal laser scanning microscope with 

a 20X water-immersion objective. Seedlings were excited with an argon laser (514 nm).  Images 

were then segmented with the Constanza (CONstanza STack ANalZer Application) ImageJ plugin 

(http://www.plant-image-analysis.org/software/costanza), providing high-resolution three-

dimensional segmentation of nuclei expressing the transcriptional reporter pLGO::VENUS-N7. 

Constanza-segmented images were used to calculate the  number of cells expressing LGO per 

cotyledon. Cell expressing LGO beyond cotyledons were excluded from this analysis.  
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Cotyledon live-imaging   

 Wild-type and lgo-2 plant cotyledons were imaged by confocal imaging. Both plasma 

membrane and nuclei were tracked using the vectors pAR169 and pAR229 (pML1::mCitrine-

RCI2A and pML1::H2B-mTFP respectively)  according to Roeder et al. (2010). The same region 

of cotyledon cells was imaged every 24 hours from 3 to 7 DAS. Three-dimensional optical z-stacks 

were collected with a Zeiss 710 confocal laser scanning microscope using a 20X water-immersion 

objective (NA=1.0). Samples were excited with an argon laser (458 nm: 4.5% and 514: 0.8%).  An 

accurate analysis was achieved with Z-section of 2.5 μm. The resulting confocal stacks were 

converted from LSM to TIFF image stacks using FIJI (http://fiji.sc/Fiji) and imported into 

MorphographX for segmentation and analysis (Barbier de Reuille et al., 2015). The mCitrine and 

mTFP channels were split and both stacks were loaded into the software.  The stacks were 

processed (Gaussian blur, edge detect and fill holes) to obtain the outline of cotyledon adaxial 

epidermal cells. The surface was generated with a polygonal mesh using 5 μm cubes. The mesh 

was subdivided and subsequently smoothed twice until obtain ~500,000 vertices. Individual cells 

were manually seeded and segmented using the watershed algorithm. Cell lineages were defined 

manually by matching mother and daughter cell labels over time using the parent labels function. 

Heatmaps were generated to visualize the aereal growth and proliferation rate. We defined 

cumulative cell growth as lineage area at a specific time relative to lineage area at the first-time 

point (3 DAS). Cell division rate was defined as the ratio of the number that divided from specific 

time-point to the number of cells at the beginning of time-course analysis (3 DAS).  

 For nuclear size analysis, mTFP channel was loaded into MorphographX software for stack 

processing (Brighten/Darken,  Gaussian blur , Binarize stack = 10.000, Remove noise). Mesh were 
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generated using 1 μm as a cube size. Finally, nuclei were seeded and segmented individually using 

watershed algorithm.  Nuclei size analysis was conducted through  the Heatmap function.  

Flow cytometry analysis.  

For each genotype, approximately 30 cotyledons (7 DAS) and 10 leaves (15 DAS) were 

chopped with a razor blade in 600 µl Aru buffer  (Arumuganathan and Earle, 1991) from plants 

grown under different nitrogen concentrations. The suspension was filtered through a 30 μm nylon 

mesh (Sigma-Aldrich), followed by incubation with 50 µg/ml DNase-free RNase and 1 µg/ml PI 

(Sigma-Aldrich). Flow cytometry was conducted using the AccuriTM C6 Plus (Becton Dickinson) 

or FACSCanto II (Becton Dickinson). To distinguish internal from epidermal cell ploidy, 

epidermal nuclei were identified with the reporter line pAR180 (pML1::H2B-mGFP). Plants were 

chopped, filtered and stained as mentioned above.  At least 5000 nuclei were counted per sample. 

Histograms of the PI fluorescence for each population showed the relative DNA content of each 

population.  Each experiment was repeated at least three times using similar number of nuclei.   

Primer Table 

name sequence purpose 
oAR646 caccggtaccaaaATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAG Amplify Start of 3XVenus 

with KpnI site 
oAR647 CTCTAGaTTACTCTTCTTCTTGATC Amplify end of N7 with stop 

and XbaI site. 
oAR476 GCGGCCGCcttgatccttatcacctaaacgaaccaaac PCR start of LG promoter 

with Not I site 
oAR477 GCGGCCGCtgttgcttattggatgagttgcgtagaca PCR end of LGO 3' region 

with Not I site 
oAR478 aacaaaaacatacacaagtttagaGATATCggcttaattcaatatttacatt PCR start of LGO 3'region 

with EcoRV and LGOp 
overhang 
 

oAR479 aatgtaaatattgaattaagccGATATCtctaaacttgtgtatgtttttgtt PCR end of LGO promoter 
EcoRV with overhang of 3' 
region 
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RESULTS 

AIM 1 

Nitrate signaling is important for shoot growth early after germination.  

 It is well documented N nutrient/metabolites stimulate shoot growth and development (Liu 

et al., 2017; Rahayu et al., 2005; Pitout et al., 2018).  As a first step to address the mechanism 

involved in nitrate control of shoot growth, we measured shoot area from plants grown in agar 

plates with 0, 0.5 or 5 mM nitrate as the only nitrogen source. For the first 3 days after sowing 

(DAS), plants germinated, cotyledons opened, and expanded similarly under the three N 

conditions. This result is consistent with early post-germination growth being supported primarily 

by N-reserves in the cotyledon with no phenotypic impact of external N sources at this stage 

(Figure 1A and 1B).  However, the plant growth rate was clearly affected by exogenous N shortly 

afterwards, with significant differences in shoot size as early as 4 days after germination which 

became larger over time in contrasting N conditions (Figures 1A and 1B). By 7 DAS, plants under 

5 mM nitrate grew approximately 4-fold more than those growing without a N source (Figure 1B).  

 We then evaluated whether induction of post-embryonic growth was a general effect of a 

N source or a nitrate-specific effect. We performed a new experiment with plants grown with the 

same molar concentration of N but using glutamine or ammonium as the only N-sources. (Figure 

1C). We observed post-embryonic shoot growth was not promoted by these other N sources, 

growth was promoted only in the presence of nitrate under our experimental conditions. In addition 

to nitrogen, we assessed weather carbon availability could also impact post-embryonic plant 

growth under the same experimental conditions. However, we observed vegetative area was not 

affected by increasing sucrose in the media (Figure 2). These results support the exclusive role of 

nitrate during post-embryonic plant growth under our experimental conditions.  
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To test whether nitrate signaling was required for post-germination nitrate-elicited growth, 

we quantified vegetative area in mutants of key components of the known nitrate signaling 

pathway. Mutant plants in the nitrate sensor NRT1.1/NPF6.3 (chl1-5 mutant lines) were 

significantly smaller as compared to WT plants 7 DAS in the presence of nitrate (Figure 1D). We 

then asked whether NLP7, a key transcription factor in the primary nitrate response downstream 

of NRT1.1, was also implicated in the observed nitrate-mediated shoot growth. We compared 

vegetative area in nlp7-1 mutant and wild-type plants grown under 0, 0.5 or 5 mM nitrate.  Similar 

to the phenotype for chl1-5 plants (mutant in sensing and nitrate transport), we observed nlp7-1 

mutant plants were significantly smaller than wild-type plants 7 DAS in the presence of nitrate 

(Figure 1E).  

 These results indicate nitrate signaling via NRT1.1/NLP7 contributes to modulating shoot 

growth as early as 7 DAS. While earlier growth is probably supported by seed reserves, nitrate 

sensing via NRT1.1 and NLP7 is required for normal shoot growth early after germination.  
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Figure 1 | Nitrate modulates shoot growth shortly after germination.  
(A) Plants were grown under different nitrate concentrations (0 mM, 0.5 mM and 5.0 mM) and  
photographed from 3 to 7 DAS.  
(B) Graph showing average vegetative area from plants grown under three nitrate conditions. Bars 
denote standard error. n = 45 seedlings each point.  
(C) Boxplot showing vegetative area from WT plants grown with different N sources at 7 DAS: 
Glutamine, Ammonium Succinate and Nitrate. Same molar concentration of nitrogen was used for 
each N source. Vegetative area was compared for each concentration between different nitrogen 
sources.  
(D) Measurements of vegetative area in chl1-5 (NRT1.1 null-mutant) and wild-type plants grown 
in different nitrate concentrations (0, 0.5 and 5 mM) at 7 DAS. Statistically significant differences 
between genotypes are indicated (t-test).  n = 45 seedlings for each box-plot. At least three 
biological replicates were repeated for each experiment. 
(E) Measurements of vegetative area in nlp7-1 and wild-type plants grown in different nitrate 
concentrations (0, 0.5 and 5 mM) at 7 DAS. Statistically significant differences between genotypes 
are indicated (t-test). n = 45 seedlings for each box-plot. At least three biological replicates were 
repeated for each experiment. Data were compared using Student’s tests for each nitrate 
concentration. 
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Figure 2 | Nitrate post-embryonic growth is exclusively triggered in response to nitrate.     
Boxplot showing the role of sucrose increment during post-embryonic growth. 0.1 and 1% of 
sucrose were used with different concentration of nitrate and vegetative area was quantified at 7 
DAS.   
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Cell expansion plays an important role in nitrate-mediated cotyledon growth. 

 Shoot growth is supported by coordinated cell proliferation and cell expansion. We asked 

whether any of these developmental processes were regulated by nitrate during post-embryonic 

growth. Epidermal cells of cotyledons from plants grown under different nitrate concentrations (0 

or 5 mM) were tracked from 3 to 7 DAS.  The same cotyledon spot was imaged every 24 h during 

this five-day period. The double reporter pATML1:: mCitrine-RCI2A and pATML1::H2B-mTFP 

(pAR169/pAR229) was used to track cell boundaries and nuclei respectively (Roeder et al., 2010). 

MorphographX software was used for cell and nuclei segmentation and to calculate growth 

properties for each cell lineage (Barbier de Reuille et al., 2015). The epidermis is thought to be a 

major driver of leaf growth (Savaldi-Goldstein et al., 2007; Hong et al., 2016). So that we could 

consider the growth of the predominant epidermal cell type: pavement cells. Thus, stomatal cell 

lineages were excluded from our analysis. In order to remove undifferentiated pavement cells and 

stomatal cell lineages, cells with cell area below an established threshold were filtered out for each 

time-point (Figure 3B and 3D). Cell growth and cell division were analyzed for the same group of 

epidermal cells (Figures 3A-3D; 4A-4B; n = 164 cell lineages in 5 mM nitrate, 244 cell lineages 

in 0 mM nitrate). Cumulative cell growth and cell division were calculated as a ratio of value at 

specific time-points in comparison with the starting point of our time-course analysis 3 DAS. We 

observed that epidermal cells from plants grown in the absence of nitrate expanded marginally by 

the end of the time-course. (Figure 3B, 3E and 3F). In contrast, 5 mM nitrate supply significantly 

increased cell size approximately 4-fold during this cotyledon live-imaging time-course 

experiments (Figure 3D, 3E and 3F). 
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 Leaf development initiates with a cell proliferation phase that is followed by cell expansion 

that starts at the tip of the leaf (Andriankaja et al., 2012).  In cotyledons, about 30% of cells have 

divided by day 3, after which cell proliferation is not detected (Tsukaya et al., 1994; Stoynova-

Bakalova et al., 2004) . Consistent with these previous reports, we did not observe cell division in 

pavement cells of the cotyledon during the time-course analysis under our experimental conditions 

(Figure 4A-4B). These results are consistent with post-embryonic cotyledon growth explained 

mainly by cell expansion in response to nitrate supply. 

 Cell-to-cell size variability has been described in many plant tissues including meristem 

cells and epidermal cells of sepals and leaves (Kheibarshekan Asl et al., 2011; Elsner et al., 2012; 

Kierzkowski et al., 2012; Tauriello et al., 2015). We inquired whether cell-to-cell size variability 

is influenced by plant nutritional status in cotyledons.  We used the coefficient of variation (CV) 

to quantify cell size variability of cotyledon epidermal cells (Uyttewaal et al., 2012; Hong et al., 

2018). As expected, we did not observe significant differences in cell size variability at the 

beginning of our experiment 3 DAS for different nitrate concentrations (Figure 4C). However, 

epidermal cell size heterogeneity was significantly higher in the presence of 5 mM nitrate 7 DAS 

(Figure 3G).  Our results show that nitrate-elicited cell expansion triggers a switch from a 

homogenous to heterogeneous cell area state.  

 Based on these results, we conclude that post-embryonic cotyledon growth induced by 

nitrate supply is explained by cell expansion. Moreover, nitrate-elicited cell expansion is not 

uniform across cells in defined tissues such as the epidermis, as indicated by heterogeneous cell 

size after expansion has initiated. Our results also highlight nitrate-mediated cotyledon growth as 

a good model system to understand cell expansion dynamics to achieve organ growth in 

Arabidopsis.  
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Figure 3 | Nitrate-mediated growth in Arabidopsis cotyledons is mediated by cell expansion.  
(A and C) Confocal stack maximum-intensity projections of wild-type cotyledons from plants 
grown in two contrasting nitrate concentrations (0 or 5 mM). Epidermal cells are labeled in green 
with the reporter pATML1::mCitrine-RCl2A. Nuclei were labeled in red with reporter 
pATML1::H2B-mTFP. Epidermal cells of cotyledons were imaged every 24 hours from 3 to 7 
DAS.  
(B and D) Heatmap of cumulative growth in cellular area from cotyledon of wild-type plants grown 
in 0 mM (B) or 5 mM (D) nitrate. Cumulative growth is calculated as the area of the cell at the 
time point indicated divided by the area of the same cell at day 3. Some cells shown in a previous 
time-point are not shown in the next time-point because cells grown out of the observation frame.  
(E) Average pavement cell area for three biological replicates in wild-type plants grown in 
contrasting nitrate conditions as indicated before for (A) and (C). 244 and 164 cell lineages were 
tracked in 0 and 5 mM respectively. Stomata cell lineage were filtered from the analysis. 
(F).  Cumulative cellular growth calculated as the ratio of cell area at specific times (4, 5, 6 or 7 
DAS) and the starting point of the time-course analysis (3 DAS).  
(G) Coefficient of variance (CV) was used to estimate cell area heterogeneity in pavement cells of 
the Arabidopsis cotyledon from three biological replicates (t-test) at 7 DAS. CV was calculated as 
the ratio of standard deviation and average cell area. Epidermal cells were segmented and analyzed 
with MorphographX software (Barbier de Reuillie et a., 2015).  Scale bars, 100 µm 
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Figure 4 | Nitrate post-embryonic growth is exclusively triggered by cell expansion.    
(A and B) Heatmap of cell proliferation rate of wild-type cotyledons. Confocal stack maximum-
intensity projection images of wild-type plants grown in two different nitrate concentrations (0 
mM or 5 mM). Epidermal cells were segmented and tracked with MorphographX software. Note 
the cells in which divisions are detected are in the stomatal lineage.  
(C) Coefficient of variance (CV) was used to estimate cell area heterogeneity in pavement cells of 
the Arabidopsis cotyledon from three biological replicates (t-test) at 3 DAS. CV was calculated as 
the ratio of standard deviation and average cell area. Epidermal cells were segmented and analyzed 
with MorphographX software (Barbier de Reuillie et a., 2015).  Scale bars, 100 µm. 
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Nitrate sensing promotes cell expansion through endoreplication. 

A positive correlation has been described between cell size and DNA content in different 

plant cell-types (Melaragno, 1993; Roeder et al., 2010; Katagiri et al., 2016). Since cell expansion 

without division is a characteristic of endoreplication, we asked whether endoreplication is also 

regulated by nitrate availability. We performed flow-cytometry analysis to assess ploidy profiles 

in cotyledons from plants grown under 0, 0.5 or 5 mM nitrate as the only nitrogen source. We 

observed DNA content increased with nitrate concentration in cotyledons (Figures 5A).  In the 

absence of nitrate, 2C and 4C were the predominant ploidy levels of the cotyledon (Figure 5C-D). 

In contrast, nuclei from plants grown in 0.5 or 5 mM nitrate showed a significant increase in 

endoreplication as compared to nuclei from plants grown with 0 mM nitrate (Figure 5C-D). In 

order to evaluate the developmental component for endoreplication, ploidy profiles were also 

measured in cotyledons from plants grown in different nitrate conditions 3 DAS (Figure 6). 

Interestingly, we did not observe significant differences in ploidy in cotyledons from plants grown 

in different nitrate concentrations 3 DAS, consistent with our observation that there are no 

differences in growth at this stage (Figure 1B). We next asked whether the NRT1.1/NLP7 

signaling pathway was also necessary for nitrate-elicited endoreplication events.  Ploidy profiles 

of DNA content were analyzed in chl1-5 and nlp7-1 mutant and wild-type plants. We observed 

that both NRT1.1 and NLP7 were required to reach higher ploidy levels during nitrate-elicited 

growth as compared to wild-type plants (Figure 5F-5G). These results indicate that key nitrate 

signaling regulators contribute to nitrate-mediated endoreplication during post-embryonic growth. 

We next asked whether the impact of nitrate on endoreplication is restricted to specific cell-

types or can be observed in different tissues of the cotyledon. Using a nuclear-localized epidermal-

specific reporter pATML1::H2B-mGFP (Roeder et al., 2010), we assessed DNA content in 
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cotyledon epidermal cells (GFP-positive) and internal cell layers (GFP-negative) from plants 

grown under 0, 0.5, or 5 mM nitrate. In both epidermal and internal cells, nitrate increased 

endoreplication, indicating nitrate regulates endoreplication in different cell-types (Figures 5C and 

5D).   

Then, we evaluated whether nitrate can impact endoreplication in true leaves.  We 

conducted a flow-cytometry analysis in the first pair of true leaves from plants grown in 0.5 or 5 

mM nitrate concentration for 15 days.  Similar to cotyledons, the first true pair of true leaves also 

showed higher-order ploidy values correlating with nitrate concentration (Figure 5B and 5E), 

which confirms endoreplication as a general response to nitrate availability during plant shoot 

growth.  

Finally, in order to complement flow cytometry analysis, we asked whether epidermal 

nuclei area obtained from confocal images increased in response to nitrate because nuclear size 

correlates with DNA content in Arabidopsis (Jovtchev et al., 2006). Using the same nuclei 

epidermal reporter pATML1::H2B-mTFP used for cotyledon live-imaging (Figure 2), we 

evaluated the epidermal nuclear area distribution from cotyledons of plants grown under 0 or 5mM 

nitrate (Figure 7A and 7B). We observed that nuclei from plants grown in the absence of nitrate 

were significantly smaller than epidermal nuclei from plants grown under 5 mM nitrate (Figure 

7B and 7C).  

Exogenous nitrate supply promotes endoreplication in cotyledons and true leaves, both in 

epidermal and internal cell-layers. Key nitrate-responsive factors such as NRT1.1 and NLP7 are 

required to reach proper DNA content and cell size for nitrate-elicited leaf growth. Our results 

indicate nitrate signaling promotes endoreplication and cell expansion during cotyledon and leaf 

growth in Arabidopsis thaliana. 
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Figure 5 | Nitrate promotes endoreplication on different cell layers. 
(A) Representative ploidy profile obtained by flow cytometry analysis of wild-type cotyledons 7 
DAS. Plants were grown in three contrasting nitrate concentrations (0, 0.5 or 5 mM).  
(B) Representative ploidy profile obtained by flow cytometry analysis of first pair of leaves 15 
DAS. Plants were grown in 0.5 or 5.0 mM nitrate.  
(C) Ploidy distribution of cotyledon internal cells from wild-type plants grown in 0, 0.5 or 5 mM 
nitrate at 7 DAS. The epidermal reporter pATML1::H2B-mGFP (pAR180) lines were stained with 
propidium iodide (PI) to separate internal from epidermal cells. At least three replicates were 
conducted for each experiment. Significant difference was detected by t-test analysis for each 
ploidy compared to 0 mM (p < 0.05). 
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 (D) Ploidy distribution of cotyledon epidermal cells from wild-type plants grown in 0, 0.5 or 5 
mM nitrate at 7 DAS, separated from the internal cells shown in C. At least three replicates were 
conducted for each experiment. Bars denote standard error of the mean in all stacked graphs. 
Significant difference was detected by t-test analysis for each ploidy compared to 0 mM (p < 0.05). 
(E) Ploidy distribution of first pair of true leaves from wild-type plants grown in 0.5 or 5 mM 
nitrate at 15 DAS.  
(F) Ploidy distribution in cotyledons from wild-type or chl1-5 plants grown in 0, 0.5 and 5 mM 
nitrate 7 DAS.  
(G) Ploidy distribution in cotyledons from wild-type or nlp7-1 plants grown in 0, 0.5 and 5 mM 
nitrate 7 DAS. Significant differences were detected by t-test analysis for each nitrate 
concentration (p < 0.05). 
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Figure 6 | Nitrate signaling controls post-embryonic endoreplication of cotyledons after day 
3.  
(A) Flow cytometry analysis of DNA content of internal cells from cotyledons of wild-type plants 
grown in different nitrate concentration at 3 DAS.  
(B) Flow cytometry analysis of DNA content of epidermal cells from cotyledons of wild-type 
plants grown in different nitrate concentration at 3 DAS. The epidermal reporter pATML1::H2B-
mGFP (pAR180) was stained with propidium iodide (PI) to separate internal from epidermal cells. 
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Figure 7 | Epidermal nuclei area is regulated in response to nitrate availability. 
(A)  Heat-map of epidermal nuclei area from cotyledon of wild-type plants grown in 0 or 5 mM 
nitrate at 7 DAS. Nuclei segmentation was conducted using MorphographX software (Barbier de 
Reuillie et al., 2015).  
(B) Epidermal nuclei area distribution from cotyledon of wild-type plants grown in 0 or 5 mM 
nitrate 7 DAS. 338 epidermal nuclei were used for each concentration from three biological 
replicates.  
(C) Epidermal nuclei area data used in (C) represented through a violin plot. All nuclei from 
epidermal cells were included in the analysis Significant difference was detected by t-test analysis. 
White dots indicate median values.  The ends of the black boxes are the upper and lower quartiles. 
Scale bars, 100 µm 
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AIM 2 
 

Nitrate-responsive genes during post-embryonic plant growth.  

 Most transcriptome analyses of the nitrate response have been performed at later 

developmental stages than those used here (Alvarez et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2017; Varala et al., 

2018). In order to identify potential regulatory factors involved in nitrate-elicited post-embryonic 

cotyledon expansion and leaf growth, we performed a transcriptome analysis in shoots from plants 

grown with either 0 or 5 mM nitrate as the only nitrogen source (Figure 8A). We chose to carry 

out the analysis 3 DAS, before any phenotypic differences were observed, to detect early events 

as well as to avoid the confounding effect of developmental shifts. Interestingly, even at early 

developmental stages (3 DAS) we observed 1145 genes differentially expressed in response to 

external nitrate concentration in plant shoots (data not shown). In addition, many nitrate-

responsive key elements that have been previously described within the nitrate signaling pathway 

in other tissues or developmental stages were found regulated under these experimental conditions, 

including BT1, BT2 and TGA1 (Alvarez et al., 2014; Araus et al., 2016). 

  Differentially expressed genes were classified using Gene Ontology (GO) terms and over-

represented terms were identified using standard procedures (Tian et al., 2017). We found over-

represented processes that have been described as important processes during post-embryonic 

growth such as lipid localization, cell wall organization, among others (Table I). Breakdown and 

remobilization of storage lipids are necessary for the heterotroph to autotroph transition in plants 

(Martin et al., 2002; Fait et al., 2006). On the other hand, regulation of cell wall components can 

modify the polysaccharide network affecting cell wall mechanical properties necessary for cell 

expansion.  
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In order to identify candidate regulatory genes in the context of this study, we focus our 

analysis on cell-cycle functions (Figure 8B). We found only one core cell-cycle gene with 

differential expression levels of mRNA in shoots 3 DAS when comparing 0 and 5 mM external 

nitrate concentration.  The CDK inhibitor LGO was found differentially expressed with higher 

levels of expression under 5 mM nitrate as compared to 0 mM nitrate (Supplementary Table I). 

LGO encodes a cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor (CKI) that supports endoreplication and cell size 

identity during sepal development (Roeder et al., 2010).   

 Our results indicate external nitrate supply can trigger genome-wide expression changes as 

early as 3 days after germination in Arabidopsis plants. Moreover, our analysis suggest LGO may 

be implicated in nitrate-elicited growth early after germination. 

 

 

Table 1. Over-represented Gene Ontology terms in response to nitrate 3 DAS.  

 

  

 

 

 

Over-represented terms p-value 
response to stimulus 2.00E-27 
response to chemical stimulus 5.00E-25 
lipid localization 1.30E-19 
response to stress 4.10E-18 
response to oxidative stress 2.00E-14 
plant-type cell wall organization 1.20E-13 
secondary metabolic process 6.10E-13 
phenylpropanoid metabolic process 8.60E-12 
cellular amino acid derivative metabolic process 6.60E-11 
phenylpropanoid biosynthetic process 8.50E-11 
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Figure 8 | Other cell cycle genes are not regulated by nitrate.  
(A) Nitrate-responsive genes were analysis by RNA-seq from shoots of plants grown in two 
contrasting nitrate concentrations at 3 DAS. Cell-cycle genes differentially expressed in response 
to nitrate are represented by red circles in the scheme.  
(B) Ploidy distribution of wild-type or ick1/2/5/6/7 quintuple mutant. DNA content was measured 
by flow cytometry analysis.  Plants were grown in 5 mM nitrate and cotyledons were chopped at 
7 DAS 
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Nitrate regulates LGO expression on different cell-types.   

 In order to verify regulation of LGO expression under our experimental conditions as well 

as to gain insight into LGO’s cell-type specific pattern of expression, we used the transcriptional 

reporter pLGO::3XVENUS-N7 (pDR67). As shown in Figure 9, the number of cells expressing the 

transcriptional reporter was significantly higher in cotyledons from plants grown in the presence 

of 5 mM nitrate as the only nitrogen source (Figures 9A-9E). Interestingly, while no differences 

were observed in both cell or cotyledon area by 3 DAS, many more cells expressed LGO under 5 

mM as compared to 0 mM nitrate conditions. We also observed up-regulation of LGO in internal 

cells only in the presence of nitrate, consistent with our observation that ploidy is also increased 

in vegetative internal cell-layers by nitrate (Figure 9F and 9G).  

 These results indicate nitrate up-regulates expression of the key cell cycle regulatory gene 

LGO. Our data also indicates a pattern of LGO expression that is consistent with increased ploidy 

levels in response to increased nitrate supply. These results suggest LGO specifically mediates the 

increase in endoreplication which correlates with cell expansion as a result of increased nitrate 

supply.  
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Figure 9 | Nitrate regulates LGO expression in different cell-types of Arabidopsis cotyledons. 
(A) Count of cells expressing the transcriptional reporter pLGO::3xVENUS-N7 in each cotyledon. 
Significant difference was detected by t-test analysis. Number of cells expressing fluorescent 
marker for each cotyledon were identified by CONSTANZA software.  
(B-C) Representative cotyledon from transcriptional reporter lines pLGO::3xVENUS-N7 (green) 
grown in 0 or 5 mM nitrate 3 DAS. Scale bars, 100 µm. 
(D-E) Representative cotyledons from transcriptional reporter lines pLGO::3xVENUS-N7 (green) 
grown in 0 or 5 mM nitrate 3 DAS. Plants were stained with PI (white) to label epidermal plasma 
membranes. Fluorescent nuclei indicate LGO expression. Scale bars, 100 µm. 
(F-G) Representative images of transversal section of cotyledons stained with PI to mark epidermal 
cells.  Fluorescent nuclei indicate LGO expression. Note that in 5mM nitrate, cells under the 
epidermis express pLGO::3xVENUS-N7, whereas in 0mM nitrate only epidermal cells express 
pLGO::3xVENUS-N7. Scale bars, 50 µm 
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LGO is required for nitrate-dependent endoreplication. 

 LGO is required for endoreplication in sepals and leaves (Roeder et al., 2010; Robinson et 

al., 2018). However, its role in response to nutritional status has never been assessed. First, we 

asked whether cell area induced by nitrate requires LGO function. We measured epidermal cell 

area of cotyledon cells in lgo-2, LGO-OX and WT plants grown under 0, 0.5 or 5 mM nitrate 

concentrations. We used the ML1:LGO  as over-expression line of LGO (Robinson et al., 2018). 

Epidermal cells were stained with PI and cell area was quantified with MorphographX software at 

7 DAS.  In contrast to wild-type plants, where cell area increased from 3436.09 µm2 to 4991.07 

µm2 when comparing 0.5 and 5 mM nitrate, epidermal cell area in lgo-2 mutant plants barely 

increased with increased external nitrate concentration.  We observed average epidermal cell area 

was 1911.65 µm2 under 0.5 mM nitrate and 2069.89 µm2 under 5 mM nitrate in lgo-2 mutant plants 

(Figure 10A). On the contrary, we observed an increment in average epidermal cell area from 

3514.48 to 6790.83 µm2  in the  LGO-OX line grown under 0.5 and 5mM, respectively.  

Then, we asked whether LGO is required for nitrate-mediated endoreplication. A flow 

cytometry analysis was conducted in WT, lgo-2 and LGO-OX  plants grown under 0, 0.5 or 5 mM 

nitrate concentration. While cotyledon cells from lgo-2 mutant plants revealed a significant 

enrichment of lower-order C values as compared to WT plant 7 DAS, over-expression of LGO 

showed higher-order ploidy profiles from plants grown under 5 mM nitrate (Figure 10B). We did 

not observe significant differences in ploidy profiles when comparing cotyledon cells from lgo-2 

mutant, LGO-OX and WT plants grown without nitrate (Figure 10C).  However, lgo-2 mutant 

cells showed significant differences in DNA content as compared to cells from wild-type when 

plants were grown with 5 mM nitrate (Figure 10B).  For instance, an average of 40.8% and 24.6 

% of 8C nuclei were observed in WT and lgo-2 plants respectively in the presence of nitrate. 16C 
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nuclei were not observed in lgo-2 plants under any nitrate condition.  Interestingly, cotyledon cells 

in lgo-2 mutant plants show endoreplication 3 DAS, suggesting an LGO-independent 

endoreplication process previous to the nitrate control of shoot growth: 8.5% of cells are 8C at day 

three in lgo-2 mutant plants grown at 0, 0.5 or 5 mM nitrate(Figure 11A-C).  

 To confirm the specificity of LGO as a nitrate-required element for endoreplication, DNA 

content was measured in cotyledons of the mutant for another CKI mutant, ick1/2/5/6/7 quintuple 

mutant plants (Figure 8B). Although this mutant has disrupted ploidy distribution in leaves (Cheng 

et al., 2015), we did not observe changes in the cotyledon DNA content in mutant as compared to 

wild-type plants under 5 mM nitrate regime, suggesting a specificity of LGO for endoreplication 

during nitrate-mediated growth.   

 Because we also observed nitrate-elicited higher ploidy levels in true leaves, we asked 

whether nitrate-mediated endoreplication in leaves also requires LGO. Flow cytometry analysis 

was conducted in the first pair of true leaves from plants grown under 0.5 or 5 mM nitrate 

concentrations.  Significantly lower ploidy profiles were observed in lgo-2 mutant plants grown 

under 5 mM as compared to wild-type plants (Figure 10C). These results indicate LGO plays a 

role in nitrate-elicited endoreplication in different shoot organs and developmental stages.  

 Finally, we inquired more in the role of LGO into the interplay between cell size and ploidy 

level. Because we can not identify the exact ploidy from confocal images,  we used nuclei area as 

a proxy to identify the endoreplication level for each epidermal cells (Jovtchev et al., 2006).  Wild-

type and lgo-2 plants were used as background for the double reporter lines pAR169/229 

(pATML1:: mCitrine-RCI2A and pATML1::H2B-mTFP). Then, cell area and nuclei area were 

quantified from the same spot of epidermal cells in both genotypes. As we can see in Figure 10D, 

the correlation between nuclei and cell area is much lower in the lgo-2 mutant compared to wild-
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type. While cell size is mostly explained by endoreplication in wild-type plants (r2 = 0.9, p = 4.5e-

46), a lower correlation was observed in lgo-2 mutant plants (r2 = 0.44, p = 2.2e-9). As above-

ground organ size is mainly explained by pavement cells, stomata cell lineages were excluded 

from the analysis.   

 Our results indicate LGO is necessary for nitrate-mediated endoreplication during 

cotyledon and leaf growth. Moreover, we observed that nitrate-elicited epidermal cell expansion  

is mainly triggered by LGO during shoot development.  
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Figure 10 | Nitrate-promotes endoreplication through the CDK inhibitor LGO. 
(A) Violin-plot representing epidermal cell area in wild-type, lgo-2 and LGO-OX plants 7 DAS.  
Plants were grown in three nitrate conditions as mentioned before. Epidermal cells were stained 
with PI and cell area was measured using MorphographX software. White dots indicate median 
values. The ends of the black boxes are the upper and lower quartiles. Significant differences were 
detected by t-test analysis. 
 (B) Ploidy distribution analysis in cotyledons from wild-type, lgo-2 and LGO-OX plants grown 
in three different nitrate concentrations 7 DAS (0, 0.5 or 5 mM Nitrate).  
(C) Ploidy distribution in the first pair of true leaves from wild-type or lgo-2 plants grown in 0.5 
or 5 mM nitrate 15 DAS. 
(D) Boxplot representing correlation between ploidy level (nuclei area) and cell area from wild-
type and lgo-2 epidermal cells. Pearson correlation coefficient was used to quantified linear 
correlation between two variables.  
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Figure 11 | Nitrate-promoted endoreplication through the CDK inhibitor LGO is not altered 
at 3 DAS.  
(A) Flow cytometry analysis of DNA content in cotyledons from wild-type or  lgo-2 plants 
grown in 0 mM nitrate at 3 DAS.  
(B) Flow cytometry analysis of DNA content in cotyledons from wild-type or  lgo-2 plants grown 
in 0.5 mM nitrate at 3 DAS.  
(C) Flow cytometry analysis of DNA content in cotyledons from wild-type or  lgo-2 plants grown 
in 5 mM nitrate at 3 DAS.  
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Cell division compensates endoreplication to maintain nitrate-determined organ size. 

 Nitrate regulates spatial gene expression of LGO with consequences in ploidy profile and 

cell area.  Because organ size is the product of cell area and cell number, we asked whether 

reduction or increment in cell area have consequences for organ size.  Surprisingly, cotyledon 

organ size was not significantly different either in lgo-2 or LGO-OX as compared to wild-type 

plants under 0, 0.5 or 5 mM nitrate concentrations (Figures 12A and 12B).   

 To better understand how nitrate determines organ size even when endoreplication is 

disrupted, we performed live-imaging analysis of lgo-2 mutant cotyledons across the same time-

course and nitrate concentrations described above for wild-type plants. Cells were segmented using 

MorphographX software and each cell lineage was labeled to evaluate cell proliferation and cell 

expansion. The double marker line pAR169/229 was used in the lgo-2 mutant plants to mark 

plasma membranes and nuclei (pATML1:: mCitrine-RCI2A and pATML1::H2B-mTFP) (Figures 

12C and 12E). Stomatal cell lineages were excluded from our cell tracking analysis as mentioned 

above. Pavement cells divided over time in cotyledons of lgo-2 mutant as compared to those from 

wild-type plants where we observed no cell division (Figures 12D and 12F in comparison with 4A 

and 4B; 273 and 206 cell pavement lineages were tracked in lgo-2 mutant plants grown under 0 or 

5 mM nitrate respectively). At the end of the time-course, 28 % of lgo-2 pavement cell lineages 

have gone through at least one round of cell division in plants grown under 5 mM nitrate (Figure 

12F). In contrast, none of the pavement cell lineages in lgo-2 plants have gone through a round of 

cell division when grown under 0 mM nitrate from 3 to 7 DAS (Figure 12D).  

 We then asked whether cell expansion and cell proliferation were collectively acting to 

increase organ size in the presence of nitrate in lgo-2 mutant plants. Cumulative cell growth was 

measured for each cell lineage from lgo-2 mutant plants during the five-day time-course (Figure 
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13A-13C). We define a cell lineage as all the cells descended from a single cell in the first time 

point 3 DAS. Thus, one cell lineage in lgo-2 plants is equivalent to one undivided cell in wild-type 

plants.   Similar to wild-type, cell lineage growth was increased in the presence of nitrate. Whereas 

cell lineage expanded an average of 1.89 times in plants grown under 0 mM nitrate, cell lineages 

expanded an average of 3.87 times  in lgo-2 mutant plants grown under 5 mM. These rates are 

similar to those observed in wild-type plants.  

 We then asked why some pavement cells in lgo-2 plant cotyledons went through one round 

of cell division (~30% of the cell lineages) while others did not (Figure 12G). To gain insight into 

the mechanism behind cell size control of LGO, we separated proliferated and non-proliferated 

epidermal cell lineages from lgo-2 plants grown under 5 mM nitrate for each day. Once a cell 

lineage has proliferated, it was not considered for analysis in next days. Interestingly, we observed 

that proliferated cell lineages are significantly bigger than non-proliferated cells in lgo-2 plants 

after 5 DAS. In addition, differences in lineage cell area increased over time (Figure 12H). Our 

results are consistent with a coupling of cell size with the cell division, which  has been observed 

previously in the meristem (Jones et al., 2017). 

Our results indicate LGO acts as a cell cycle control factor that integrates external nitrate 

signal to promote endoreplication. Interestingly, under our experimental conditions cell 

proliferation can compensate for endoreduplication to reach a specific organ size defined by 

external nitrate availability. This result suggests nitrate interacts with an organ-level control 

mechanism to define organ size.  
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Figure 12 | Organ size compensation process in response to nitrate status.  
(A) Representative figure of wild-type, lgo-2 and LGO-OX seedlings grown in three different 
nitrate concentrations (0, 0.5 or 5 mM).  Scale bars, 1 mm. 
(B) Quantification of cotyledon size in wild-type,  lgo-2 and LGO-OX  plants grown in three 
different nitrate concentrations 7 DAS. n = 30 seedlings for each point, three independent 
replicates.  Cotyledon size were compared using t-test for each nitrate concentration 
(C and E) Confocal stack maximum-intensity projections of cotyledons from lgo-2 mutant 
cotyledons grown in two contrasting nitrate concentrations (0 or 5 mM). Epidermal cells were 
labeled in green with the reporter pATML::mCitrine-RCl2A. Nuclei were labeled in red with 
reporter pATML1::H2B-mTFP. Epidermal cells of cotyledons were imaged every 24 horas from 3 
to 7 DAS.  
(D and F) Heatmaps of cell division rate in lgo-2 cotyledons of plants grown in 0 mM or 5 mM 
nitrate. Cell division rate was calculated relative to day 3.  Every new cell wall was labeled by a 
red line. Epidermal cell area from lgo-2 mutant plants were segmented and analyzed with 
MorphographX.  
(G) Bar plot showing percentage of proliferated pavement cell lineages in response to nitrate (5 
mM). Percentage is the representation of three biological replicates.                                                                     
(H) Boxplot showing cell area average of proliferated and non-proliferated of pavement cell 
lineages from lgo-2 mutant plants from day 4 to 7 DAS. Once cell lineage has proliferated, it was 
not considered for next days. White dots indicate median values. The ends of the black boxes are 
the upper and lower quartiles. Significant difference was detected by t-test analysis using same 
sample size for each statistics analysis.  Scale bars, 100 µm. 
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Figure 13 | Nitrate-determined organ size is attained by cell division and cell expansion in 
lgo-2. 
(A and B) Heatmap of cumulative cell growth of lgo-2 cotyledon cell lineages. Confocal stack 
maximum-intensity projection images were obtained from plants grown in two different nitrate 
concentrations (0 mM or 5 mM). Epidermal cells were segmented and tracked with MorphographX 
software.  
(C) Cumulative cell growth average for each cell lineage. Cumulative cell growth was calculated 
using the same cell lineages in Figure 12G.  
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AIM 3 

 

 In order to decode the regulatory elements that act up-stream of LGO in the nitrate-

mediated shoot growth described above, we added new information to the transcriptional data 

obtained by RNA-seq previously mentioned. A recent proliferation of  Transcription Factor (TF) 

- target binding data has emerged from  high-throughput  in vitro approaches such as DNA affinity 

purification sequencing (DAP-seq) (O’Malley et al., 2016).  DAP-seq is a technique that couples 

affinity-purified TFs with next-generation sequencing of a genomic DNA library. O’Malley and 

collaborators described the Arabidopsis cistrome by resolving motifs and peaks for 529 TFs from 

Arabidopsis thaliana genome.  

 We assessed whether some of the differentially expressed genes in response to nitrate bind 

to LGO promoter in DAP-seq data. We identified 119 TF that interacts with the LGO promoter in 

DAP-seq data. Interestingly, six of them were also regulated at transcriptional level by nitrate 3 

DAS: NAP, SVP, GATA4, AT5G25810, HAT2 and TGA1. Moreover, TGA1 and NAP have been 

previously described as part of nitrate signaling pathway (Alvarez et al., 2014).   We asked whether 

TGA1 or NAP regulate some of nitrate-mediated  effects on shoot growth described in this study.  

First, we conducted an analysis in the double mutant tga1/tga4. We used the double mutant 

because reported functional redundancy between TGA1 and TGA4 transcription factors. As we 

can see in Figure 14A, shoot area was similar between wild-type and mutant plants for all nitrate 

concentrations. As we observed in lgo-2 mutant plants, cell expansion can be substituted by cell 

proliferation to reach same organ size. Therefore, we asked whether we could see the same 

phenomenon in the double mutant tga1/tga4. We quantified ploidy profiles by flow cytometry 

approach from plants grown under different concentration of nitrate 7 DAS.  However, as we can 
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observed in Figure 14B, ploidy profiles were similar in double mutant tga1/tga4 and wild-type 

cotyledons. Actually, we can observe a slight increment of higher ploidy levels in mutant plant 

grown under 5 mM nitrate.  Thus, we concluded that TGA1 and TGA4 seems to be irrelevant in 

the nitrate-mediated post-embryonic growth.  

Since the availability to bind a promoter in vitro  does not mean that a transcription factor 

is really regulating that specific gene in vivo, we needed another approach to decode the 

transcription factor that regulates LGO in response to nitrate during this developmental stage. We 

concluded from tga1/tga4 results that DAP-seq analysis were not enough to decode TF regulating 

LGO at this developmental stage. Although TGA1 was observed bound to  the LGO promoter, 

phenotypes described in Figure 14 show that TGA1 is not responsible for LGO role during nitrate-

mediated shoot growth.   
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Figure 14 | Nitrate-mediated post-embryonic growth is not regulated by TGA1 or TGA4.  
(A) Plants were grown under different nitrate concentrations (0 mM, 0.5 mM and 5.0 mM) and  
photographed 7 DAS.  
(B) Ploidy distribution in cotyledons from wild-type or tga1/tga4 plants grown in 0, 0.5 and 5 mM 
nitrate 7 DAS.  
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Another alternative to identify up stream transcription factors is to analyze transcriptional 

correlations between TF and target.  In order to see whether some of the transcription factors 

identified by DAP-seq also correlates with LGO expression at transcriptional level, we conducted 

a co-expression transcriptional network with published and unpublished RNA-seq libraries. We 

used 70 RNA-seq libraries from plants that were treated with different concentrations of nitrate at 

different time-points.  Since our work has focused only in above-ground organs, we used only 

libraries from shoot tissues to perform the co-expression network. Then, we filtered TF-target 

interactions to include pairs for which expression values are highly and significantly correlated 

(pearson correlation coefficient >0.8).   

As we can see in Figure 15, our analysis identified one transcription factor co-expressed 

with the cell cycle gene LGO: HAT2. The gene encoding transcription factor HAT2 has been 

described as auxin-inducible, this TF  plays opposite roles in shoot and root tissue regulating auxin-

dependent morphogenesis. Recently, this transcription factor has been related to leaf development 

and pavement cell differentiation(Challa et al., 2019). Thus, HAT2 seems a good candidate to 

explain part of nitrate-mediated shoot growth. The next step will be to confirm whether HAT2 

binds to LGO in our experimental approach and whether this transcription factor has a relevant 

impact during nitrate-mediated shoot growth described in this work.  
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Figure 15 Co-expression network analysis from transcriptomics data.  Transcriptional factors 
are drawn as red triangles and putative targets are drawn as green circles. Black lines indicate 
predicted transcriptional activation according to DAP-seq approach (O’Malley et al., 2016).   LGO 
is represented as a yellow circle.  
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DISCUSSION 

 

 We aimed to understand molecular mechanisms underlying nitrate-mediated shoot growth. 

We found that nitrate coordinates cell expansion and endoreplication by regulating the expression 

of LGO, a plant-specific cell cycle inhibitor. We showed that organ size is determined by N-

nutritional status even in the absence of LGO-mediated endoreplication. Our results indicate that 

nitrate has an important role in defining shoot organ size during Arabidopsis development.  

 

Nitrate mediates post-embryonic growth by cell expansion.   

 

Several studies reported that shoot growth is regulated by nitrate availability (Liu et al., 

2017; Poitout et al., 2018). Our data are consistent with these early results, supporting a specific 

role of nitrate in control of post-embryonic shoot growth. We showed external nitrate is sensed by 

the plant shortly after germination and modulates cotyledon growth as early as 4 DAS.  Our results 

indicate NRT1.1 and NLP7, important components in the nitrate signaling pathway, are required 

for normal nitrate-induced post-embryonic growth (Figure 1D and 1E). Interestingly, we observed 

that chl1-5 mutant plants, which lack a functional NRT1.1 transceptor, were smaller than wild-

type even in the absence of nitrate. Our results are consistent with a previous study that mentioned 

the role of the transporter NRT1.1 during embryonic developmental stages, explaining why chl1-

5 are smaller regardless the environmental concentration of nitrate (Alboresi et al., 2005). We 

observed lower-order level ploidy in chl1-5 and nlp7-1 mutant as compared to wild-type plants 

under sufficient nitrate conditions. TGA1/TGA4 have been described as master transcription 

factors commanding nitrate response in Arabidopsis roots (Alvarez et al., 2014). We used the 
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tga1/tga4 double mutant line to test whether these transcription factors were involved in this 

process. However, no differences in ploidy levels were observed between double mutant and wild-

type plants (data not shown). Since endoreplication and plant growth still occurs in both chl1-5 

and nlp7-1 mutant lines, additional regulatory elements or nitrate-signaling components may be 

involved in this process. It can be explained because most regulatory elements within nitrate 

signaling pathway, such as NRT1.1 and NLP7,  have been described in roots. However, recent 

publications have identified regulatory elements commanding nitrate signaling in shoots (Varala 

et al., 2018; Brooks et al., 2019). To evaluate whether some of these new elements regulate  nitrate-

mediated endoreplication and cell expansion is the next step forward.    

Post-embryonic cellular dynamics of plant cotyledons have been controversial. While 

some studies argue that cell proliferation occurs only during embryogenesis (Tsukaya et al., 1994; 

Armour et al., 2015), others studies have described some degree of cell proliferation in light-grown 

cotyledons (Fridlender et al., 1996; Stoynova-Bakalova et al., 2004). Our cotyledon live-imaging 

experiments provided an unprecedented level of detail monitoring post-embryonic epidermal 

cellular dynamics from plants grown under different nitrate conditions. Under our experimental 

conditions, cell proliferation was only observed in cells from stomatal lineage (data not shown), 

which indicates that cell division is not relevant for vegetative area growth in cotyledons of wild-

type Arabidopsis early after germination.  

Cell behavior is highly heterogeneous (Hong et al., 2018). How organisms coordinate 

cellular heterogeneity to achieve robustness at organismal scales has been largely unknown 

(Serrano-Mislata et al., 2015; Long and Boudaoud, 2019). Above-ground tissues are characterized 

by high levels of heterogeneity in cell size, which in turn is explained by heterogeneity in cell 

cycle and cell wall stiffness (Cosgrove, 2018; Eng and Sampathkumar, 2018; Hong et al., 2018).  
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Through our cotyledon live-imaging approach, we show nitrate triggers a switch in epidermal 

cotyledon cell size from a homogeneous to a heterogeneous state (Figure 3). Finally, our results 

re-define cotyledons as a useful model system for a better understanding of developmental 

processes such as cell expansion and endoreplication and their coordination to achieve proper 

organ size.     

Nitrate-elicited endoreplication by LGO.  

 The absence of correlations in some experiments between cell growth and endoreplication 

have raised questions about the physiological significance and the role of endoreplication 

(Sliwinska et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2010).  Some studies associated endoreplication to 

environmental stress signals such as light (Gegas et al., 2014), drought (Dubois et al., 2013), salt  

(Ceccarelli et al., 2006), pathogens (Bainard et al., 2011), among others. Indeed, endoreplication 

has been proposed as a generalized stress response in plants (Scholes and Paige, 2015). Moreover, 

endoreplication is usually confined to specialized cell types with specific biological functions (Lee 

et al., 2010). Our results support endoreplication as a basic mechanism to promote and control 

shoot organ growth and size.  The clear correlation between nuclei area and cell area in wild-type 

plants support the idea of a causal-effect connection between cell expansion and endoreplication 

(Figure 10D). However, the absence of experiments in our work that directly correlates ploidy 

level (2C, 4C, etc) with cell size over time prevents us to conclude that cell expansion in pavement 

cells is solely explained by endoreplication.    

Our results also showed that nitrate promoted higher-order ploidy levels in cotyledon and 

leaves largely via LGO, a cell cycle inhibitor that has been previously connected to ploidy and cell 

size control mainly in sepals (Roeder et al., 2010). Ploidy levels were significantly lower in lgo-2 

mutant compared to wild-type plants both in cotyledon and leaves.  In addition, correlation 
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between nuclei and cell area was much lower in mutant plants compared to wild-type.  We can 

conclude that part of the causal-effect relationship between endoreplication and ploidy level 

observed in wild-type is explained by LGO. However, cell expansion observed from some lineages 

in lgo-2 mutant plants (Figure 12H and 13C), slight increment of  ploidy level in the absence of 

LGO (Figure 10B), and the still presence of correlation between nuclei area and cell size in lgo-2 

mutant plants, support the idea that LGO is only partially responsible for the nitrate-mediated cell 

expansion process and it seems to have a dual role on endoreplication and cell expansion.  

Some minor discrepancies between our results and previous works can be attributed to the 

developmental stage or tissues used in flow cytometry analysis. For instance, Hamdoun’s work 

(2016) conducted a flow cytometry analysis from 4th-6th leaves at 25 DAS. On the other hand, our 

flow cytometry analysis from leaves was conducted 15 DAS from the first-pair of true leaves.  

Despite this minor discrepancies,  our results with   LGO-null lines are consistent with Hamdoun’s 

and other reports (Roeder et al., 2010; Hamdoun et al., 2016; Robinson et al., 2018).  

LGO was previously reported as a nitrate-responsive gene in shoots (Varala et al., 2018). 

However, its role had not previously been assessed in response to the plant nutritional status.  Only 

a handful of studies addressed the mechanism underlying the interaction between cell cycle 

progression and plant growth in response to nitrate, all of them in the nitrate control of root growth.  

For instance, the nitrate-responsive transcription factors TCP20, NLP6 and NLP7 modulate 

expression of cell-cycle progression gene CYCB1;1, controlling cell division in the root meristem 

in response to nitrate starvation (Guan et al., 2017). Our findings regarding nitrate-triggered 

endoreplication mediated by LGO regulation is a step forward towards understanding the interplay 

between cell-cycle and nitrate-responsive processes in shoots. Our results showed that vegetative 

cells endoreplicate at very early stages of development (3 DAS) in wild-type and lgo-2 mutant 
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plants. Approximately 60% of epidermal and internal nuclei cells have gone through at least one 

round of DNA replication in both genotypes before 3 DAS.  This result is consistent with prior 

reports that show endoreplication begins early after germination in cotyledon cells (Sliwinska et 

al., 2009). 

 Organ size is defined by nitrate status. 

Our results show that plants integrate nitrate status to determine organ size.  In wild-type 

plants, nitrate promotes cell expansion via endoreplication allowing organs to grow to specified 

sizes. Our transcriptomic studies show nitrate causes upregulation of LGO gene expression. 

Upregulation of LGO, promotes endoreplication and cell expansion for nitrate-induced cotyledon 

growth. Interestingly, our results also demonstrate that endoreplication per se is not required for 

organ growth to a nitrate-specified size. In the lgo mutant and LGO-OX line, where 

endoreplication is greatly reduced or highly increased, organ size is unaffected, and still specified 

by nitrate availability. Our live imaging demonstrates that cell lineage growth is equivalent in wild-

type and lgo mutant plants (Figure 11 and 12). In lgo mutant plants, cells divide instead of 

endoreplicating and indicating that equivalent growth can be achieved by either mitotic cycles or 

endocycles. Compensation phenomenon has been mainly described as cell enlargement triggered 

by a significant decrease in cellular proliferation (Ferjani et al., 2007; Horiguchi and Tsukaya, 

2011; Tsukaya, 2019). Our results are consistent with previously described compensatory 

processes. Nitrate seems to increase LGO-dependent cell expansion and mitosis.  Then, in the 

absence of LGO, mitosis is enhanced as we can observe in Figure 12.   

 Organ size robustness has been reported in other tissues such as sepals and leaves from 

LGO-null mutant plants (Roeder et al., 2010; Robinson et al., 2018). Sepal area was substantially 
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identical in lgo-2 mutant as compared to wild-type plants (Robinson et al., 2018). These analyses 

on LGO-null lines or LGO-OX lines were conducted under nutritionally sufficient conditions. We 

extend this result to show that organ size is robust to the loss of LGO under contrasting nitrate 

concentrations, with organs still attaining the correct size in response to external nitrate 

availability, regardless of major changes in cell-cycle control. Yet the mechanisms underlying 

organ size control are unknown in plants. This is certainly an exciting area for future efforts. 

Besides epidermal cells, shoot size could be enhanced due to more cells initially recruited 

in shoot apical meristem (Gonzalez et al., 2012).  WUSHEL (WUS) and cytokinin precursors (tZR) 

are up-regulated by nitrate, triggering an enhancement of meristem size and organogenesis rate 

(Landrein et al., 2018), suggesting that rosette enlargement by nitrate availability could be 

triggered somehow at a meristematic level. In addition to nitrate-elicited modulation of cytokinins 

and WUS at SAM level, our results add cell expansion as a new mechanism to achieve nitrate-

defined organ size. Since post-embryonic growth of cotyledon is explained independently of shoot 

apical meristem, our results suggest that nitrate-mediated cell expansion probably occurs 

separately from SAM behavior in response to nitrate at least during early developmental stages. 

Whether the dynamics of SAM and epidermal cells are coordinated in response to nitrate supply 

in posterior developmental stages remains unknown.  

 Our results showing how nitrate impinges on the cell cycle increase our understanding 

behind a largely described but still unexplained nitrate control of vegetative area.  Our results 

provide an entry point towards better understanding of the role of nitrate in controlling shoot size, 

which has not been explored thus far. Understanding above-ground plant size in response to N-

availability is important for crop yield. Our work represents a first step towards developing 

biotechnological solutions to improve nitrogen use efficiency for sustainable agriculture.  
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

 

- Nitrate signaling is important for shoot growth early after germination. 

- Cell expansion plays an important role in nitrate-mediated cotyledon growth. 

- Nitrate sensing promotes cell expansion through endoreplication. 

- Nitrate regulates LGO expression on different cell-types. 

- LGO is required for nitrate-dependent endoreplication. 

- Cell division compensates endoreplication to maintain nitrate-determined organ size in the 

absence of LGO.  
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Supplementary Table 1. Cell cycle genes regulated in response to nitrate 3 DAS.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AGI name baseMean
  

log2Fold
Change  

lfcSE stat  pvalue  padj 

AT3G10525   SIAMESE 
RELATED 1 
(SMR1) 
(LGO) 

    114.592234
420883    

    0.73540921
9770873       

0.188  3.908 9.29e-05  0.00108 

AT3G51280   Tetratricopepti
de repeat 
(TPR)-like 

    91.4671140
087321    

    0.93341430
4464214       

0.232  4.013 5.98e-05  0.00074 

AT3G53230   CELL 
DIVISION 
CYCLE 48B 

    109.808666
725304    

    1.16255458
322748        

0.198 5.855 4.74e-09  0.00000 

AT5G51600   MICROTUB
ULE-
ASSOCIATE
D PROTEIN 
65-3 

    100.515436
209951    

    0.76669235
1818155       

0.203 3.758 0.00010 0.00183 
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